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Abstract: This report presents some results of application of Kriging method to produce earthquake hazard maps 
of Owari-Asahi city. In this practical application, it is found that the spatial distribution of strong ground motions 
can be clearly estimated by the modification method proposed by the authors.  
 In fiscal year of 2015, the city made a decision to adopt the modification method proposed by the authors for 
providing the hazard and damage estimation map. By this method, strong ground motions can be estimated 
accurately at a minimum costs. Because the Kriging analyses can also provide quantitatively the estimation errors, 
the low accurate estimation areas can be found at a glance in the all area. Such hazard maps have been created by 
covering their areas with numbers of meshes of which sizes are such as 250meters square less or more, and the 
strong ground motion intensities are indicated for each mesh. Strong ground motions are, however, more desired 
to be estimated at each construction site than for those large size meshes. Large meshes cannot provide 
information detail enough to plan earthquake countermeasures. On the other hand, when the meshes are reduced 
in size, it requires a large amount of time and costs, because the ground layered systems must be modeled for all 
the meshes. It also should be noted that the amount of information about ground conditions and soils in the city is 
not increased by reducing the size. Simple adoption of small size meshes would lead us to create an expensive but 
not adequately accurate hazard map. Recently, some advanced numerical analysis methods, such as based on three 
dimensional finite element methods (FEM), are developed to estimate soil behaviors highly accurately. The 
methods, however, need very accurate soil parameters and detail boundary conditions; yet, either of them is hardly 
available in a whole city. Such advanced numerical methods can be effectively utilized for only particular places, 
but not for all over a city  
While the authors guide the experts to accomplish the project, some sample computations are antecedently 
performed to estimate the spatial distribution of the strong ground motions, using sample ordinary boring 
investigation data and one-dimensional earthquake response analyses. As a result, the authors found that the only 
one proposed parameter of explanatory variable can work as well as tens of number of explanatory variable in the 
sample statistical analysis to estimate the stochastic field of the strong ground motions. 
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